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COMPUTING SHORT FILMS 
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THROUGH VIRTUAL TIMELINES OF 
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Abstract: Language-guided generative models are increasingly used in 
audiovisual production. Image di!usion allows for the development of 
video sequences and some of its coordination can be established by text 
prompts. "is research automates a video production pipeline leveraging 
CLIP-guidance with longform text inputs and a separate text-to-speech 
system. We introduce a method for producing frame-accurate video 
and audio summaries using a virtual timeline and document a set of 
video outputs with diverging parameters. Our approach was applied in 
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the production of the $lm Irreplaceable Biography and contributes to a 
future where multimodal generative architectures are set as underlying 
mechanisms to establish visual sequences in time. We contribute to 
a practice where language modelling is part of a shared and learned 
representation which can support professional video production, 
speci$cally used as a vehicle throughout the composition process as 
potential videography in physical space.

Keywords: arti$cial $lmmaking, deep generative models, language-guid-
ed di!usion, short $lm computing, audiovisual composition, multimodal 
sequencing.

Introduction

Deep generative models have been used in $lm and audiovisual production by 
producing data according to a learned representation (Akten, Fiebrink, and Gri-
erson 2020). Variational autoencoders and adversarial networks proved to be 
very e(cient in generating both video and sound sequences, and more recently 
di!usion has become of great relevance to the state of the art (Dhariwal and 
Nichol 2021). Outputs are generated from deep generative models at least in two 
types of procedures: 1) to sample a compressed learned representation based on 
feature values captured by its learning procedure, e.g., a latent space vector; and 
2) to reconstruct speci$c missing pieces of data according to their compressed 
learned representation, which is a discrete procedure and works as a $lter that 
practitioners can control (Brooks, Holynski, and Efros 2022). Natural language 
has become a guiding principle in each one of these procedures, namely in im-
age di!usion, where text prompts can sample a model and guide arbitrary data 
reconstruction, e.g., inpainting and outpainting (Chang et al. 2023). With im-
plementations that work out moving images, the di!usion process can be estab-
lished as continuous and sequences of prompts act at speci$c frames (Liu and 
Chilton 2022b).

We propose to consider text as the main representation mechanism of a set 
of generative models by building on image di!usion implementations with clas-
si$er guidance (O!ert 2022). Ways of de$ning event sequences as sets of text 
prompts are tied to speci$c frames and this happens as models like CLIP evalu-
ate every di!usion iteration and both text and image embeddings are scheduled 
$rst-hand (Kim, Kwon, and Ye 2022). We propose an implementation which 
wraps a virtual timeline organised with instructions for the entirety of each pro-
duced render. We design three possible sequencers in which the programmatic 
procedure of frame-by-frame production is automated by plugging an image 
di!usion system with a transformer summariser and a text-to-speech (TTS) vo-
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coder where arbitrary texts can guide output sequences. In this way, a virtual 
timeline can control both the image and sound systems with a shared text rep-
resentation, presenting a modular approach practitioners can build upon con-
sidering a model’s experimental ability to create around speci$c initial inputs. 
A $lm using these technologies is documented and a working implementation 
is provided to compute sets of frames and audio bu!ers from text $les using 
established deep learning libraries. By coordinating the used models together, 
we provide research on language-guided sequencing and establish a discussion 
on possible futures of $lmmaking and audiovisual production using purely deep 
generative models which coordinate $eld of view representations with speech-
based soundtracks.

1. Language-guided di!usion

Di!usion appears as a successor of other generative model architectures 
demonstrating remarkable results in vision (Croitoru et al. 2022). Inspired by 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics models, implementations work through 
a forward and reverse process, perturbing data using, e.g. Gaussian noise, and 
gradually learning to reverse it back (Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015). By doing this 
procedure in steps, the approximation mechanism can be guided by natural lan-
guage, each frame generating network encodings (Nichol et al. 2021). Di!usion 
models with classi$er guidance allow us to generate images from text prompts, 
where a trained di!usion model score estimate is computed with a gradient of an 
independent image classi$er (Dhariwal and Nichol 2021), as opposed to other 
latent sampling methodologies, see Rombach et al. (2022). When achieved using 
a network like CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training), each di!usion 
step is guided towards a supposed natural language description, chunking each 
image to the model’s compressed representation, o)en in 224 x 224 px (Radford 
et al. 2021). Without any conditional input mask, when developing a moving 
image entirely from a textual description, current implementations allow di!u-
sion of a $rst frame from noise and further play with di!usion step percentages 
and variable prompts at future frames (Nichol and Dhariwal 2021). 

1.1 Moving image model architecture

One possible way to successfully generate sequences of frames with classi$er 
guidance with no image input relies on di!using a $rst frame from a prompt 
and conditioning the next ones with arbitrary transformations and step skip-
ping.2 Flow coherency can then be worked out, allowing new images to visually 

2  "ere are very di!erent ways to point the $rst di!usion iteration towards some visual 
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match the previous while incrementing new model seeds. Simple image di!u-
sion architectures can automate the process of creating image-text embeddings 
from arrays of prompt strings and guide the denoising progressive sampling 
(Song, Meng, and Ermon 2020). From the automation of this process, compen-
sation can be added from the second frame onwards, passing the resulting im-
age data as a texture to separate models such as, e.g. MiDaS (Ran)l et al. 2022) 
and AdaBins (Bhat, Alhashim, and Wonka 2021), estimating depth maps and 
computing projections on controllable $elds of view using renderer cameras. 
Using this procedure each returned mask is used with speci$c weight in the 
next di!used frame, allowing to practice moving image *ows; ways of introduc-
ing text prompts at speci$c frames have already been successful in coordinating 
CLIP embeddings with the process of progressive sampling (DDIM) (Salimans 
and Ho 2022). Recently introduced implementations with depth transforma-
tion have emerged with the notion of arti$cial camera objects creating a $eld 
of view in the processing work*ow, resulting in rough spatial blueprints (Ravi 
et al. 2020);3 as well as produced movement by estimating concrete separations 
between objects from each frame’s emerging shapes.4 With long di!usion ren-
ders with no variable prompt and low percentages of step skipping, saturation 
is experienced for the lack of variability in the picture. Current frames here are 
understood as enforcing future ones towards new variations and bridges with 
video-to-video rationale (Kim, Kwon, and Ye 2022).

2. Extending di!usion architectures with timelines

Implementations like DALL-E 2 and Imagen have had great impact in ex-
posing how generative models can create realistic images from a description of 
natural language (Ramesh et al. 2022; Saharia et al. 2022), yet open implemen-
tations o!er great modularity in integration e.g., Katherine Crowson’s guided 
di!usion, disco di!usion5 and stable di!usion; of classi$er guidance (Dhariwal 
and Nichol 2021). Each video sequence starts by initially establishing sets of 

structure with a single image condition, in the provided implementation we create a 705x384 
black pixel array as an option, perceptible in section 3 using high step skipping.
3  Acute motion changes between di!used frames are perceptible by pixel clamping created 
at the direction of the camera transform. In our implementation we zoom and rotate both x and 
y axes using a $xed angle across the sequence.
4  "e potential for future work in this area should be acknowledged, allowing for the 
introduction of other image recognition and segmentation systems to operate at the di!usion 
pass without the need to retrain a new system.
5  Our implementation targets almost every released version of the disco-di!usion open-
source project, where we integrate the virtual timeline and speech system to be used on 
consumer-grade GPUs.
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text prompts at speci$c frames and render towards a max number to then en-
code at variable frame rates; e.g., a simple automation of CLIP guidance is to 
incrementally establish sets of key frames with noise prompt values randomising 
embeddings. In our research we target the automation of this step, encoding into 
the CLIP model processed pieces of arbitrary text and derive them as values to 
a central timeline scheduler, with data structure and three proposed sequenc-
ing algorithms described in the high level processing diagram (Figure 1). Using 
an LED (Longformer Encoder-Decoder) transformer trained on longform texts 
with a separate GPT-J-6B,6 we compute sets of summaries and schedule them 
using a simple matrix with a backbone of frame:prompt (Beltagy, Peters, and 
Cohan 2020), invoking both target embeddings and speci$c narration events in 
a separate audio track, with speech derived from both transformers. Working 
with sections is also possible, as the length of both modalities is of relevance 
when matching and with our working implementation variability can be further 
explored as well as, e.g., quantisation by incrementing values on the step skip-
ping across di!used frames, as a way in which di!erent shots and model-speci$c 
variables can be organised with their own language sections in higher sequence 
length.7 To provide grounds for appropriation we set up three simple sequencers 
to de$ne working timelines based on: 1) an arbitrary input text $le; and 2) the 
computed speech length or user-de$ned length. "e max number is a variable 
derived from the entire summary set over the image di!usion process regardless 
of derived prompts, computing at 25 frames-per-second (FPS) and dependent 
on sequencer choice, with 44.1kHz using spectral masking on each decoded au-
dio batch. 

2.1 Sequencing audio bu!ers and video frames
 
Transforming the input text through a timeline to serve as a session tem-

plate of the generative model architecture is here proposed as a methodology to 
sequence the already working integrations of language-guided di!usion, depth 
computing and TTS. We propose a programmatic procedure whereby feeding 
text to a timeline sequencer we set up a matrix storage, frame:prompt diction-
aries, generated text and other needed variables regarding audio bu!ers and 
di!used frames. In Figure 1, the processing work*ow is divided from the orig-
inal text string input to the sequence output, where from le) to right: 1) virtual 
timeline de$nition and text processing through an LED summariser trained on 

6  "ird person reference and paragraph-sized coherence in the produced speech is 
characteristic of summarisation, yet we implement a transformer generator from EleutherAI to 
add variability between image and TTS prompts. 
7  Previous work has been proposed on trying to model sequences such as $lm dialogue 
using neural networks, see Sunspring (2016) by Oscar Sharp. 
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BookSum dataset (Kryscinski et al. 2021) and a GPT-J-6B instantiation (Muen-
nigho! 2022), where the LED computes both the raw summary and a GPT-gen-
erated one using the raw as input; 2) image di!usion with depth transformation 
and TTS; and 3) the encoding process, where timeline variables can be further 
used for editing. "e timeline object has a matrix where the sequencers establish 
the entire prompt sequence and their speci$c frames, depicted in Algorithm 
1, can be understood as: 1) based on sequence length from user input, space 
prompt summary outputs with equal distances at de$ned FPS and compute 
their TTS separately to the same folder; 2) without sequence length de$nition 
calculate sequence length from TTS in seconds and compensate one each side; 
and 3) without sequence length de$nition do step 2) but compute TTS separate-
ly and establish $ve second prompts for each summarised sentence. Matching 
speech length and di!used frames opens up future research possibilities regard-
ing variable skip steps and how to organise transitions, which can be word accu-
rate.8 With these simple sequencers the timeline object can interface with CLIP 

8  Systems design speci$cally on grammar understanding with language models, see e.g., 
Chung et al. 2022.

Figure 1. High-level diagram of the proposed architecture extension, where timeline 
matrix represents needed sets of values which guide both the image di!usion setup 
and vocoder TTS. In the algorithmic table we propose a matrix with processed out-
puts from the input text and sets of arrays with frame-prompt pairs, with the sequence 
length de$ned or not by the user.
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embeddings (Kim, Kwon, and Ye 2022). Inference through tacotron2 is done 
separately from single summary elements and decoding the mel results using 
hi$-gan we establish timings at the beginning of each render, focusing part 2) of 
the processing work*ow solely on di!usion and audio bu!er generation (Shen 
et al. 2018; Kong, Kim, and Bae 2020).

3. Irreplaceable Biography (2022)

Film and audiovisual production has bene$tted from these di!erent types 
of generative models both in coordination and in isolation, for o+ine and re-
al-time scenarios (Navas 2017). Shi)ing towards a realm where language dic-
tates their sampling and approximation procedure, each model in a set works 
together to form objects in $elds of view exposing a learnt representation, with 
added fuzziness through implementation policies when computing a loss or 
score. For moving images, it is not just the textual guidance of the image frame 
that matters, but also how guidance keeps happening, and what to enforce when 
undesirable elements are represented in the same space that practitioners want 
to describe. Swapping models of the same target function in architectures such 
as the one proposed here is itself an act of conditioning, in what is supposedly a 
future of $lmmaking and audiovisual production engineered around the human 
head. With that change, e.g., di!erent voices can be used in the same time set-
tings with the same text, representing cultural and physical nuances in the same 
way an image dataset does as the only visual record limiting a supposed memory 
system.9 As a practical composition using the described methodologies, the $lm 
Irreplaceable Biography was produced around the premise of limit and estab-
lished borders of representation a deep learning model can have. "at if building 
sequencers in the current clock-based computers used to process image data, the 
possible outputs of complex vision systems are limited in the same way a human 
is, regarding the ability to translate or universalise beyond perspectivist context, 
harnessing a speci$c future which pursues the development of AI systems as if it 
was seen, imagined or thought, where learned representations keyframe speci$c 
cultural and human time. "e architecture was designed to coordinate a 4-min-
ute 20-second sequence of the poem A Song of Myself (1892 version) exposing 
what it could generate from summarisation procedures.10

9  Earlier research has demonstrated how generative vision models can bias a previously 
encoded image from their inner speci$c representation targeting style-transfer techniques 
(Akten, Fiebrink, and Grierson 2019).
10  Practical di!erences from the provided implementation rely on; 1) a secondary ImageNet 
model to yield better results, class-conditioning the di!usion backward steps for additional 
guidance; see Nichol et al. (2021); 2) forward tracking shot that doesn’t saturate, stuck at 50% of 
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Results and future work

Text prompt sets have proven to be successful in combining single prompt 
weights through engineering speci$cations (Liu and Chilton 2022a). Di!u-
sion renders can be automated and scheduled using templates which specify 
high-level parameters, namely frame-accurate sets of descriptions. Building on 
the already successful implementations of CLIP-guided di!usion with depth 
computing, we propose to automate the generative process with timelines where 
summaries prompt the full length of each sequence and provide a matrix repre-
sentation to be used in di!erent attempts. "ese summaries are dependent on 
user input, namely a text $le, and determine visual elements of the video frame 
sequence and the TTS system at the same time; even if not literally matching. 
We provide an implementation using open machine learning standards where 

condition from previous frame. 

Figure 2. Irreplaceable Biography, 24 exported frames with semi-equal distance.
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new sequences can be produced even with multiple runs at the same time. Using 
these methods, we rely on the success of both step-based di!usion coherence 
across frames, namely the roughness of each transform according to the $rst, 
with the depth estimation success. We propose a timeline template as a way to 
share and organise variables which condition the overall generative process. 
Natural language has been a fundamental way to declare all sorts of events in 
$lm and audiovisual practices, be it through poems, scripts, or just, in this case, 
patterns of written instructions which dictate future behaviour descriptively on 
a multimodal shared architecture of instanced network graphs. We promote that 
future work should derive new methods of coordination between trained mod-
els which together create small parts of human visual experience, considering 
the full video sequence to propagate culture by the fact models once learned 
from a small set of records created around the physical world. We claim that 
with our procedures text prompt sets can be used as blueprints to a time-based 
control mechanism, speci$cally with transformer and di!usion models (Esser, 
Rombach, and Ommer 2021), and help reveal the intrinsic fragments of datasets 
marked in each model’s learned representation.

4.1 Working implementation

Targeting platforms which democratise torch model instantiation we pro-
vide a small Python library with a virtual timeline object to structure the de-
picted model architecture using OpenCLIP with a single ViT-B-32 with batch-
es of 4 cuts,11 and a separate grammar corrector FLAN-t5 (Subramanian 2018; 
Schuhmann et al. 2022; Chung et al. 2022). We built for NVIDIA graphics cards, 
tested with PNY 3090 24Gb XR8 and Quadro P6000. "e timeline is organised 
around: 1) the full length of each sequence, manually added by the user or com-
puted from the generated TTS length; 2) the sequencers which output usable in-
structions for CLIP-guidance; 3) text processors to derive new text and populate 
storage; and 4) other render-related variables such as namespaces, formal ra-
tios, frame bu!ers. Our implementation is modular and as objective future work 
we propose: 1) audio di!usion TTS with classi$er guidance has already been 
proposed and could be further implemented (Kim, Kim, and Yoon 2022); 2) a 
more manageable way to deal with frame-shot composition, by indexing speci$c 
parts of each step with direct object placement alongside camera transforms;12 3) 
speech-related sound manipulation and voice translation directly in the used li-
brary; 4) tokens (words) and concepts to remove from each prompt set and neg-

11  In every iteration each cut of the image is compared against the prompt, o!ering a choice 
to accumulate gradients in batches.
12  Recent research has been successful in still images using latent models, see Ma et al. 
(2023)
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ative weight management; and 5) manageable camera movement descriptions 
with visual declaration. We provide command line installation with a dedicated 
environment tested on Ubuntu 22.04 with instructions13 and a set of videos with 
di!erent lengths using a set of texts from online poetry platforms. If under 250 
characters the whole text is given to the summariser module, otherwise just the 
beginning is. "e videos experiment with di!erent camera trucks and keyframes 
to help follow the embeddings and how imagery develops, in purely black and 
white contexts with slow movement velocities.14 Variability on a frame-by-frame 
condition regarding camera and cinematic languages should be exercised and 
current AI architectures should encompass higher-level declarations over spe-

13  https://github.com/luisArandas/virtual-timeline-clipguided (accessed 10-07-2023).
14  "e provided examples are not entirely greyscale and had no color correction whatsoever.

Figure 3. (30 seconds, 5 prompts) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence us-
ing Acquainted with the Night by Robert Frost (1928), exercising diagonal translation. 
"e generated prompts and timecodes are: 1) 00:00:00, “"e narrator struggles to $nd 
clarity in the relationship between her and the other characters.”; 2) 00:00:06, “Great 
scientists discover a natural disaster.”; 3) 00:00:12, “Wife fear loss of job children.”; 3) 
00:00:18, “Eventually a stranger brought relief to discover time actually helps to bring 
back wife.”; 4) 00:00:24, “"e narrator continues to listen to the distortion of tra(c 
lights and becomes annoyed when people fall asleep on the roads”.
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ci$c trajectories following realism standards. At each new prompt keyframe, the 
embedding computation can be injected with needed distributions.

Figure 4. (30 seconds, 3 prompts) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence 
using Do not go gentle into that good night by Dylan "omas (1947), exercising slow 
movement. "e generated prompts and timecodes are: 1) 00:00:00, “"e narrator delivers 
a long speech in which he implores us to rage against the dying of the light and against 
mankind’s tendency to go greedily into that good night.”; 2) 00:00:10, “He lists all sorts of 
examples of people who have succumbed to the darkness and urged us to do the same: 
Old men who have spent their lives helping to keep the sun out of the sky”; 3) 00:00:20, 
“But who lost it because they were too late to help it travel its way”. 
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Figure 5. (30 seconds, 3 prompts) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence using 
Sca!olding by Seamus Heaney (1966), exercising slow movement. "e generated prompts 
and timecodes are: 1) 00:00:00, “"e wall builders that we have here at Boulogne house 
are careful to test the sca!olding before they start building.”; 2) 00:00:10, “Make sure 
planks won’t slip at busy times.”; 3) 00:00:20, “Secure all ladders and tighten bolted joints”.
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Figure 6. (20 seconds, 2 prompts) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence using 
Yours by Daniel Ho!man, exercising visual dialogue design. "e generated prompts and 
timecodes are: 1) 00:00:00, “In this short poem.”; 2) 00:00:10, “Roxane reminds Christian 
that he is her true love and that without her he would be nothing”. 
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Figure 7. (20 seconds, 2 prompts) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence using 
Still I Rise by Maya Angelou (1978), exercising visual dialogue design. "e generated 
prompts and timecodes are: 1) 00:00:00, “Still I will rise”; 2) 00:00:10, “Like a black 
ocean rising”.
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Figure 8. (25 seconds, 1 prompt) 4x6 frame export from the computed sequence using 
a piece of text extracted from a public website "e Royal Parks about trees in Regent’s 
Park and Primrose Hill. Selected paragraph: “Trees host complex microhabitats. When 
young, they o!er habitation and food to amazing communities of birds, insects, lichen 
and fungi. When ancient, their trunks also provide the hollow cover needed by species 
such as bats, woodboring beetles, tawny owls and woodpeckers. One mature oak can be 
home to as many as 500 di!erent species. Richmond Park is full of such trees, which is 
one of the reasons it has been designated a National Nature Reserve and Site of Special 
Scienti$c Interest”. Selected prompt, used throughout the whole sequence: 00:00:00, 
“Narrator explains tree like oak import ecologist provide wide range biological service 
like Redmond park include wood butt wood owl wood pick beetle”. "is output has the 
transform on the y axis instead of x allowing positive rotation, exploring movement 
stability without enforcing new language without visual feedback.
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Conclusion

Language has become a very successful method to coordinate image di!u-
sion systems. From progressive sampling to still image editing mechanisms, dif-
fusion models provide clear ways in which we can set up frame sequences. By 
extending language-guided video production we focused on how text prompts 
create templates of a programmatic procedure by de$ning event sequences and 
audio narration, proposing a virtual timeline implementation which allows us 
to compute arbitrary texts using established machine learning frameworks. By 
implementing a set of sequencers we designed a usable model architecture as 
an extension of image di!usion with classi$er guidance where sets of prompts 
de$ne both aesthetic and formal properties of the image and speech through 
generated summaries with frame accuracy. We experimented with the architec-
ture’s ability to represent a certain input text and how this coordination de$nes 
$elds of view; which themselves are products of a model’s approximation ability 
in representing the dataset it learned from. Our implementation follows open 
standards and allows us to produce new sequences using arbitrary text $les with 
variable tracking shots. Further, we documented the short $lm Irreplaceable Bi-
ography as a material application of these methodologies and promoted a dis-
cussion on how learnt representations consequentially reveal aspects of physical 
reality by providing a rough simulation of what established $lm and audiovi-
sual practices search for, outlining both documental and abstractive character. 
Systematic production of audiovisual sequences regarding text descriptions can 
bene$t from simple implementations as diagrams of automatic procedures.
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COMPUTING SHORT FILMS USING LANGUAGE-GUIDED DIFFUSION AND 
VOCODING THROUGH VIRTUAL TIMELINES OF SUMMARIES

(summary)

Language-guided generative models are being proposed to deal with numerous tasks 
across audiovisual production. Of great relevance has been the application of image 
di!usion to generate frames from text prompts and develop video sequences, formally 
describing content and other visual properties already found in still image composition. 
Current implementations with classi$er guidance take advantage of models which rep-
resent images and text descriptions in a shared space; with this research, we automate 
a video production pipeline using CLIP-guided di!usion, allowing the introduction 
of arbitrary longform text inputs, pairing with a text-to-speech (TTS) system. Using 
a virtual timeline implementation we produce sets of frame-accurate summaries pro-
viding a method which allows us to produce sets of video frames and audio bu!ers for 
reproduction. Compliant with system design, we document the production of the $lm 
Irreplaceable Biography where our proposal targets deep generative model architectures’ 
ability in coordinating visual elements through CLIP-guidance, among other moving 
image transformations like depth estimation. We introduce sets of summaries as text 
prompts to display a structure and automatically de$ne sections of both video sequenc-
es and soundtracks using the same input. With this research we extend on the role of 
language to guide $lm and audiovisual production with its declarative and descriptive 
role, organising events and other formal properties of both the picture and sound tar-
geting purely arti$cial outputs. We contribute to a future of $lmmaking and virtual pro-
duction where multimodal generative architectures are used as sequencers, following a 
simulation of the human head, perspective and experience. It is within current ventures 
of language modelling that we argue it can contribute to a shared representation which 
dictates how a video should look like and help leverage a simulation of what could be 
videography in the physical space.
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